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DiFabion Wins Big!
DiFabion Remodeling was recently named Contractor
of the Year at NARI Charlotte’s 2018 CotY Award gala
on November 9th! Each year, remodeling
professionals from the greater Charlotte area
showcase their work, and a panel of judges evaluates
each entry based on different categories. The
categories often include: level of difficulty, problem
solving, aesthetics, and other criteria. This year, DiFabion Remodeling took home 5
CotY Awards in the categories of Best Kitchen $30-60k, Best Kitchen $60-100k, Best
Kitchen Over $150k, Best Bathroom $75-100k, and Best Entire House $250-500k. On
behalf of the entire DiFabion Remodeling family, we would like to thank all of our

wonderful clients, trade partners, and vendors for being a part of this tremendous
honor.View our award-winning designs in our gallery, and wish us luck in the Regional
and National competitions!
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TESTIMONIALS
"Every aspect of our experience with DiFabion far exceeded all of our
expectations, from their communication with us to their respect for our home, to
the design team helping us choose materials that kept us on budget; not to
mention the finished project!"
- K.L. in Charlotte

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

The existing bath was dated with a tiny shower
and platform tub. Inadequate lighting and one
small window made the space feel dark. Vanity
storage was also lacking. Key features of the
new layout include a wet room with freestanding tub and spa-like shower featuring
bodysprays, three shower heads, and
frameless glass. Finishes were updated with
granite countertops, bevel subway tile, white
subway tile, and a hexagon mosaic.
Countertop-to-ceiling mirrors were installed with
metal trim, making the space feel more open.
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…with Jackie and Jaclyn
Our vision is to create a memorable brand experience while enhancing
the quality of life for the clients we serve.
We are seeing a resurgence in requests
for stained wood cabinetry! Our clients
are finding that cabinetry companies have
made great strides in creating standard
stain colors that are inline with current
trends – warmer woods, cooler grays, and
overall lighter tones. Using a lighter,
stained wood on cabinets allows for the
grain to shine through the finish. We love
the warmth and depth that the wood tones
bring to a space. Also, the durability and
longevity of a finish that is meant to age
(unlike paint) is another bonus.

OUR MISSION
Our mission at DiFabion Remodeling is to deliver an exceptional
remodeling experience built on Trust, Vision, Pride, and Family, with the
goal of exceeding our clients’ expectations in every way.
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